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The UK’s creative industries employ over two million people and a third of the UK’s creative workforce are                  

self-employed - more than double the national average of 15%. Coronavirus is not only a health crisis for these                   

individuals but also an economic one. According to a Federation survey from 27th-31st March of 1991 creative                 

workers and organisations, 45% of respondents believe they can only survive on existing reserves for periods up to                  

12 weeks and 78% of creative freelancers estimate that their turnover will decrease by over 50% in 2020. A snap                    

poll on Twitter showed that almost half of creative freelancers who responded have already had 100% of their                  

work cancelled. Universal Credit is not enough to meet their basic living costs with only 4% feeling it was according                    

to our latest survey of 1784 self-employed creative workers, from 20th-23rd April. 

The Job Retention Scheme (JRS) and Self-Employed Income Support Scheme (SEISS) have been very welcome               

government interventions and will protect the majority of the UK’s employed and self-employed workers.              

However, urgent clarity and support is needed for those who may now fall through the gaps between these two                   

schemes, including those in between short-term PAYE contracts, those who have been self-employed for less than                

a year, and those paid in dividends.  

It is vital that we avoid undue delay for individuals to access the support schemes and ensure that everyone whose                    

work is impacted by COVID-19 is still able to meet their living costs and business expenses as a matter of urgency.                     

With SEISS becoming online at the start of June, interim support must be put into place now in the form of grants                      

that are accessible to workers as well as businesses. Moreover, to provide certainty, HMRC should approve those                 

self-employed who are eligible for their Scheme as soon as possible. Three-quarters of more than 1200 creative                 

freelancers who responded to our recent survey were concerned by the impact the delay in support would have.  

It is vital that no-one is left behind in the design and implementation of both Schemes, and we will be urging                     

government to ensure appropriate support is in place for those who currently fall through the gaps. According to                  

our latest survey, it is the young, those who have just started their careers and women who will be the hardest hit                      

by these. There were significant numbers of respondents falling in the following categories: 

 

a. Short-term PAYE Contracts - 30% of respondents impacted 

Those self-employed who are paid through PAYE are not eligible for SEISS based on 

self-assessment tax records and are not eligible for JRS if out of contract.  

 

b. Recently Self-Employed - 15% of respondents 

Those who have become self-employed within the past three years will not be eligible or will 

benefit less from SEISS given the calculation is based on self-assessment records of average 

earnings from 16-17 to 18-19.  

 

c. Company Directors and Personal Service Companies - 26% of respondents 

Self-employed workers choosing to set themselves up as limited companies, to minimise their 

personal liability to business risks and ease administration, are not eligible for SEISS. 
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d. Part-time Furloughing - 81% of all respondents want this flexibility (27th-31st March survey) 

Employers who furlough staff under the JRS must do so for a minimum of 3 weeks with no 

option to retain and pay staff for work that their businesses can still carry out. 

 

e. Maternity/Paternity Leave or Caring Responsibilities in the past three years - 8% of 

respondents 

Those who have had to take extended leave in a particular year (perhaps due to 

maternity/paternity or caring for a relative) would find that their average earnings are brought 

down and therefore they would receive less from SEISS. 

 

f. £50,000 Cliff-Edge - 13% of respondents would be impacted 

SEISS has a sharp cut-off point at £50,000 profit. Those individuals who make this maximum 

profit would be paid £40,000 pro rata by the government whereas those who make £50,001 

would receive nothing at all.  

 

g. 50% Self-Employed Work Threshold - 20% of respondents would be impacted 

The percentage of self-employed work needed to qualify for the self-employed scheme is set at 

50% which is too high for many of those who are part-time self-employed and part-time PAYE. 

 

h. Significant Business Expenses  

SEISS covers 80% of self-employed profit rather than their total income, meaning there is no 

support to meet significant business costs which have already been committed to. 

 

Key Changes Required 

Short-Term PAYE Contracts 

Many freelancers, and particularly those early in their careers, are paid via PAYE under short-term contracts for                 

each organisation they provide services to. 65% of respondents in this category from our latest survey have                 

contracts typically lasting less than 3 months and 59% have less than a month between each of their contracts.                   

Almost half (45%) of these individuals are under 35 and 25% have worked in the creative industries for less than                    

five years. Organisations put freelancers on PAYE to avoid breaking HMRC regulations on the distinction between                

the employed and self-employed and ensuring that they pay the right amount of National Insurance. While those                 

rotating through short-term PAYE contracts can be furloughed by their employers under the JRS to receive 80% of                  

their wages, this only works if they are currently contracted. Only 9% of those in our latest survey in this category                     

have been. Wages from short-term PAYE contracts for the self-employed should count towards their profits in                

SEISS. 

 

 

Recently Self-Employed 
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Those who have just started their careers or who have transitioned from being employed will find it 

challenging to benefit from SEISS, including recent graduates and those who have just completed their training 

- our future talent pipeline. They will need tax records from at least one of the tax years between 2016-2019 

to qualify for the Scheme and have been self-employed for at least 50% of their work over the qualifying 

period. In our latest survey, of those who have become self-employed in the last three years, almost a third 

(30%) are 18-25 year olds, 63% are women, and more than half have worked in the creative industries for 0-5 

years (58%). Those who became self-employed early enough may be able to claim but would not benefit from 

their income being averaged over three years and could be impacted by potential lower earnings at the start 

of their self-employment. However, those who became self-employed in the 2019 tax year would have no 

access to SEISS at all. Those who are able to submit tax records for the 2019-2020 tax year should be able to 

receive grants based on this evidence.  

Company Directors and Personal Service Companies  

The title of director does not necessarily equate to high incomes. Structuring as a limited company is very 

common for individuals to minimise the risks of their business and is often something that is requested of 

them by their clients. However, while some of their pay comes under PAYE, they take the majority of their 

income in the form of dividends. 37% make more than half of their income through dividends while 55% 

receive 10% or less through PAYE according to our latest survey. This is because creative freelance work is 

often linked with intermittent cash flow unsuitable for a monthly payroll.  

The Job Retention Scheme is therefore of minimal benefit to directors while they do not qualify at all for the 

Self-Employed Income Support Scheme. While the Business Interruption Loan Scheme is open to those who 

have their own companies they are constrained by the large amounts and liability which private lenders are 

prepared to offer. A mechanism for identifying dividend income must be put into place within SEISS or if this 

is not possible then extended grant support must be put in place for all individuals set up as limited 

companies.  

 

Part-time Furloughing  

While many businesses have been brought to a complete standstill because of the outbreak, it is possible for some                   

organisations within the creative industries to continue to operate in certain areas. Individuals working across the                

creative industries have the capacity to reach audiences at home but have been severely impacted by the closure                  

of all venues and the inability to bring large groups of workers together to produce new content. Currently the                   

choice facing these organisations is to either furlough their staff from all work or to continue while struggling to                   

meet their salary costs. Allowing staff to carry out what work they can from home, on reduced hours, will help                    

organisations manage the very difficult situation facing them, providing staff with wages and original content for                

the country. Companies must be allowed to furlough staff on reduced hours and the government should                

compensate them on a part-time basis. 
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Case Studies  

Short-Term PAYE Contracts 

Theatre 

“My current PAYE contract was due to finish on the 26th April. I had further work lined up but had not signed a                       

contract. If this work does not materialise because the country is still in a state of lockdown I will not be covered                      

by a PAYE contract and neither will my self employment cover me because most of my work is through short term                     

contracts. I have only filed a tax return for the 2018-2019 and with the majority of my work through PAYE that                     

year the self employed benefits will do very little to support me after my PAYE contract finishes. It would be                    

advantageous to myself if the 2019-2020 tax year were included but even then I know people whose sole                  

employment is from short term PAYE contracts. Those people therefore fall into a void with the current state help                   

and if they aren’t eligible for Universal Credit I can’t see what other help is available.” 

 

Film and TV Production  

“I’m a self employed junior make up artist paid through PAYE until February through no choice of my own. I have                     

since been paid by Schedule D as an artist, but this would class as the 19-20 tax return which has not yet been filed                        

so can’t claim anything from the self-employed support scheme.  

Many freelancers want to register as self-employed, but HMRC refuses, and so they have no choice but to register                   

as a PAYE freelancer. The reason for refusal is because of the grading system in Film/TV. For example, a Production                    

Manager may register as Self-Employed. Or a Producer. But a Production Coordinator or a Make-Up Artist, for                 

instance, cannot. 

As a result, many freelancers are now angry they’ve been ‘forced’ into registering as PAYE, and now have no                   

economic support open to them aside from universal credit and the furlough scheme – but even then, a company                   

is under no obligation to furlough their workers.” 

 

Recently Self-Employed 

Film 

Rob, Freelance filmmaker 

“I was previously in full time employment until early August 2018, I officially signed up as a sole trader in late                     

September or early October and naturally it took a little bit of time to start generating business, so my earnings                    

from that first half of the tax year 18-19 are significantly lower than 19-20 which is actually based on a full year of                       
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trading, although at the time of writing this the 19-20 tax year hasn’t closed yet.  

I only operated for about 5 or 6 months [in 18-19] and I also spent a lot of money on business expenses getting my                        

operation up and running, so upon submitting my tax return I barely turned a profit and didn’t have to pay tax on                      

my earnings. As the government have stated the support provided will be based on profit, I’m likely to receive a                    

very small amount as it isn’t pro - rata and my earnings for a proportion of the year will be treated as earnings for                        

a full year.  

So for the newly freelance / self employed people the government are pledging no fixed support as yet and                   

although I am eligible for Universal credit it won’t be anywhere the 80% of my average earnings based on the last                     

year, so I really hope that they offer some support to the newly self employed, because I am likely to have to move                       

out of my home very soon unless the situation changes. 

Since the coronavirus I’ve lost a contract with a retained client that would’ve guaranteed me at least 4 months of                    

work, no work for the foreseeable future and no income until I can get onto the Universal Credit which is unlikely                     

to cover as much as my living expenses in my rented property which is £600 a month including all bills. If the                      

government would consider accepting income from the latest tax 19-20 year and lots of other newly self employed                  

people would be entitled to a much more reasonable amount of support.” 

Fashion 

“I am now a fully self-employed makeup artist, I have only submitted 2 tax returns so far for my first 2 years of 

starting out after graduating. In those first two years I wasn’t making great money, still establishing contacts in 

the film and TV industry. Therefore I was also doing temp office work to make money whilst I slotted it around 

my makeup work which was either unpaid or for a very small amount.  

 

This past year I have been entirely self-employed with no temp work or other source of income and was due 

to submit my tax return in April for this. However under this new scheme, the majority of my income has not 

likely come from self-employment. Even though this past year it had entirely and I have doubled my income. I 

am extremely worried that I am not then included in this scheme despite losing all my work that I was booked 

to do.” 

 

Company Directors and Personal Service Companies 

Music 

Kerry Harvey-Piper, Red Grape Music Ltd 

Artist Management for: Peggy Seeger - Hafdis Huld, Label for: Peggy Seeger - Hafdis Huld - Liz Lawrence - The Bible                     

- Broadcaster, Production Management for: Calum MacColl, Catalogue management for: The estate of Ewan              

MacColl 

“Me and my husband run a small music business, which variously provides independent label, management,               

booking agent, live music and production services. I run the label and management side, and my husband plays                  
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live as a guitar player for artists, is a songwriter and also runs a small production studio. The two of us do                      

everything and we’re the only company directors. Previously we were set up as a joint partnership but formed a                   

limited company around 15 years ago. 

We have what would be described as ‘portfolio income’ into the company, coming from lots of different sources                  

and often in small amounts: 

● streaming & CD sales of our small catalogue,  

● label PPL  

● my management commission, tour management & consultancy fees  

● my husband’s PRS and PPL royalties 

● my husband’s live gig and production fees 

 

We work long hours every day and generally work a 6 day week. We pay ourselves a minimum through PAYE and                     

generally top up a couple of times a year through dividends after the main touring (and therefore earning) periods                   

in Spring and Autumn. It’s a fairly precarious balancing act at the best of times, but we’ve both managed to earn                     

our livings this way for the past 15 years.  

As all our income goes via our VAT registered company, we can’t furlough ourselves as directors as that would                   

prevent both of us working at all. The artists that we work with would no longer have management, a label or an                      

agent since we variously act as all three of these for our artists. As we’re not self-employed, we can’t apply for the                      

80% of self-employed earnings either. Consequently we have no support from the Government during the crisis                

and now that all the tours and productions we’re involved with have been postponed until 2021 I’m struggling to                   

see how we will survive beyond the next couple of months.” 

Audiovisual 

“I was self-employed up until November 2020 (and before then had a well-paid PAYE job) as a videographer. 

To obtain some new clients and to bring in additional revenue, I was forced to choose between working under 

an umbrella company, or to go LTD. I decided to go LTD, and have been working with several clients in this way 

since then. 

 

Due to advice from my accountant, and the way that the Director's non-taxable wage limit is pro-rata, my take 

home PAYE wage since November has been under £350 a month, with the rest of my take home pay being 

paid through (taxable) dividends. Clearly, the Government's Employee Retention Scheme would not work for 

me here. 80% of £350 per month doesn't even cover my monthly business outgoings. 

 

I am very disappointed with the support given to new entrepreneurs, the self-employed, and single director 

companies like me, especially when this Government is meant to be 'pro-business'.” 

 

THE UK’S CREATIVE INDUSTRIES - KEY STATISTICS 

● The creative industries contribute £111.7bn in GVA to the economy which is larger than the aerospace, 

automotive, life sciences and oil and gas sectors combined. 
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● Almost 1 in 8 UK businesses are creative businesses and the sector is creating jobs at three times the UK 

average with an expected one million more jobs by 2030.  

● The creative industries are growing at five times the rate of the UK economy as a whole. 

● 34% of creative workers are freelancers and in some sub-sectors the figure is much higher, such as 50% in 

film and video production.  

● 95% of creative enterprises are micro businesses with no or limited HR support or financial headroom.  

● Creative businesses represent over 5% of the UK economy and are responsible for more than 10%, or £27 

billion, of the UK’s annual service exports. 

 

                                                For further information, or any queries, please contact:  

Director of Policy and Programmes, Caroline Julian at caroline@creativeindustriesfederation.com  

Policy and Public Affairs Manager, Hari Prabu at hari@creativeindustriesfederation.com  

Caroline can be reached on 07719359982 and Hari on 07709092193. 

 

The Creative Industries Federation is the independent body which represents, champions and supports the UK’s 

creators and creative industries. Its membership includes small and large businesses, charitable organisations, 

education providers, freelancers, trade and sector support bodies from across the sector and throughout the UK. 
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